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See what lies beneath an animal's skin!BONE COLLECTION: ANIMALS will feature a wide

selection of animal skeletons and informative facts so kids can learn about the anatomy of their

favorite animals. Featuring full-color photos and illustrations throughout, it will be just creepy enough

to appeal to kids without being scary. From tiny animals like bats to large animals like lions, kids will

discover what lies beneath their favorite animal's skin.
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I got this book for my three year old who loves all things bones. The illustrations are great and cover

a wide variety of animals. The content is broken down into sections and not too wordy. Each

animal's skeleton is followed by a page showing the animal with its skin on.

Our well-stocked public library had "Bone Collection: Animals" displayed on the "recommended

reads" shelf and my nine-year-old daughter was captivated by the contents, as was I. The book is

laid out in an engaging format: there's lots of information but it is presented in an accessible style

with lots of illustrations, photographs, and of course a picture of the skeletal structure of a particular



animal. The book is highly educational, allowing children with a keen interest in what lies under the

skin to discover fascinating facts about bone structure, how the shapes of skeletal frames enable

animals to perform specific functions, and more. In the entry for the "Blue Whale", the picture of the

skeletal frame is accompanied by information regarding certain aspects of the whale. For example,

the picture depicts a short neck skeleton and the explanation states "The neck is short to keep the

body streamlined." For an animal so large, it is a wonder that the skeletal frame is so lightweight but

the explanation provided helps the young reader understand that this is because the whale's weight

is supported by water.The back of the book presents: Amazing Skeleton FactsBone

NamesGlossaryIndexThis is an excellent science resource, written in a highly readable manner and

makes for a fun and fascinating read. Recommended for children ages 6-12.

good information. pictures keep kindergarteners & below interested while grown ups can read to

them. Body parts have labelling as well so encourages kindergarteners to read that much at least.

the other information boxes are more appropriate/comfortable for reading by elementary kids.

This book is so unique!! Only got a few pages in but I'm already in love and can't wait to fully indulge

this magnificent information !! well worth the price ! :)
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